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HIGHLIGHTS
 This study systematically disentangles content from message directness
in messages of GPs.
 GPs express more direct positive and indirect negative messages in
communication with patients with MES but not MUS.
 The use of direct negative messages is related to an increase in patient
anxiety.
ABSTRACT
Objective: Positive communication is advocated for physicians during
consultations with patients presenting medically unexplained symptoms (MUS),
but studies generally focus on what is said rather than how it is said. This study
quantified language use differences of general practitioners (GPs), and assessed
their relation to patient anxiety.
Methods: Language use of 18 Dutch GPs during 82 consultations was compared
for patients with MUS versus medically explained symptoms (MES). Message
content (positive or negative) was differentiated from its directness (direct or
indirect), and related to changes in patient’s state anxiety (abbreviated State
Trait Anxiety Inventory; STAI).
Results: In total, 2590 clauses were identified. GPs approached patients with
MES with relatively more direct (vs. indirect) positive and indirect (vs. direct)
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negative messages (OR 0.53; 95% CI 0.39–0.710). Anxiety of both patient
groups increased when GPs used more direct (vs. indirect) negative messages
(b = 0.67, 95% CI 0.07–1.27)
Conclusions: GPs use different language depending on the content of messages
for patients with MES, but not MUS. Direct negative messages relate to an
increase in patient anxiety.
Practice implications: GPs could manage patient’s state anxiety by expressing
negative messages in an indirect rather than direct manner.
1. INTRODUCTION

Research on doctor-patient communication has shown that interactions with health
care providers can lead to patients experiencing changes in health outcomes that are
not directly related to the medical treatment itself [1]. For instance, positive verbal
suggestions are a strong predictor of pain decrease when patients need to undergo an
invasive procedure [2] or when they are provided with pain relief [3] ; [4]. A
physician’s positive (versus negative) communication style has been found to lead to
a better recovery [5], and raising positive expectations about treatment outcomes
appears to decrease pain experiences [6] and to increase illness outcome
expectancies; a strong predictor of health outcomes [7]. Conversely, negative health
effects can emerge when, for instance, patients receive warning messages about
medical procedures [2], or when they receive information about potential side effects
of a treatment [8]. Evidence thus suggests that communication can lead to an
improvement or worsening of health outcomes.
Previous studies mainly examined variations in message content. For instance, an
early − and often cited − study by Thomas studied effects of doctor-patient
communication on patient outcomes by providing a different diagnosis and prognosis
[9]. The study reported communication effects by comparing very diverse
experimental conditions, which could not be replicated in a later study[10].
Moreover, research compares effects of messages such as “It will sting a little bit”
with no warning messages during medical procedures [2], or effects of receiving
information about pain relief versus no information [6]. These findings indicate that
messages with different contents have an effect on health outcomes.
A key problem in such variations in message content is that they affect the meaning
of a message. This study will define positive or negative communication in terms of
language (how it is said) rather than message content (what is said). Differences in
language use can change the directness of a message while keeping its content stable.
For example, when warning a patient about an upcoming injection, physicians could
use different language by saying that “it could give an unpleasant feeling” rather
than “it will sting a little bit”. Here, the message’s content is similar (the patient is
warned), but it is formulated with different and more indirect wordings. Thus far,
few empirical studies systematically compared differences in physician language use.
The objective of this study is to extend previous research by disentangling message
content from message directness in medical consultations, and to build towards a
quantification of ‘positive communication’.
Language use of physicians can have an impact on patients visiting general practice.
Framing research shows that different wordings to describe logically equivalent
concepts, e.g. “a success rate of 40%” or “a failure rate of 60%” lead to differences
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in patient outcomes. Positively framed information could, for instance, make patients
feel less anxious [11] or increase perceived treatment efficacy [12]. Moreover,
preliminary evidence suggests that variations in language use during doctor-patient
interactions can evoke difference cognitive and emotional reactions [13] ; [14].
Individuals would generally have more positive outcome expectancies when they
hear that their quality of life is “likely to improve” instead of “not likely to
deteriorate” [14].
Language use is especially relevant in consultations with patients presenting
symptoms that cannot be attributed to detectable underlying diseases. Such medically
unexplained symptoms (MUS) are common, with numbers of persistent MUS in
general practice varying from 3 to 11% [15] ; [16], and from 1.5 to 20.2% in
medical specialities [17] ; [18]. The absence of a clear organic cause in MUS
challenges communication between doctors and patients. Physicians find it difficult
to explain symptoms [19], and to provide appropriate care for patients with MUS
[20]. They are less empathic with these patients [21], and they pay less attention to
symptom explorations when patients present symptoms that are likely to be
unexplained as opposed to symptoms that have a somatic cause [22]. Patients with
MUS generally feel more anxious and not taken seriously [23] ; [24].
Assessing communication patterns is necessary because effective medical treatment
are lacking for most of patients with MUS. Previous studies show that explanations
of unexplained symptoms tend to be unclear, tentative and uncertain [25], with use of
indirect formulations (e.g. “it is not an epileptic seizure”) [26] and vague labels (e.g.
“counselling” instead of “psychotherapy”). Patients often react defensively towards
psychosomatic explanations of symptoms [24] ; [27]. The possibility exists that
linguistic expressions used in these consultations contribute to these patients feeling
stigmatised [28] and dissatisfied [29]. However, no empirical studies systematically
compared quantitative differences in physician language use for patients with
medically unexplained or explained symptoms, nor have these related language use
to patient outcomes in a naturalistic setting.
The aim of the present study is twofold. First, to assess whether GPs use different
language when communicating with patients with MUS or with patients with
medically explained symptoms (MES) by quantitatively comparing physicians’
language use in terms of message content and its directness. Second, to explore how
directness in doctors’ messages relates to changes in anxiety assessed after a
consultation to the general practitioner.
2. METHODS

This naturalistic study compared the communication of general practitioners (GPs)
towards patients with MUS and patients with MES, and examined its relation to
patient anxiety.
2.1. Participants and setting
One of the researchers (ToH) contacted Dutch GPs in the area of Nijmegen to ask for
participation in a video consultation study. Twenty out of the 36 approached GPs
agreed to participate. Consultations with GPs and patients were recorded for the
course of one or two days from April to September 2015 [30]. Patients who agreed to
participate were provided a written informed consent. Procedures were approved by
the research ethics committee of the Radboud University Medical Centre.
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In total, 393 of 509 patients visiting their GP agreed to participate in the study. Dutch
speaking patients older than 18 years were eligible for study participation. In a postconsultation questionnaire, the GPs had to indicate whether they thought patients had
MUS, partial MUS or MES [21] ; [31]. Based their judgments, symptoms of 43
patients were labelled as MUS, 36 as partial MUS and 314 as MES. In order to
compare communication of GPs for patients with MUS and MES, each patient with
MUS was linked to a patient with MES visiting the same practitioner at the same
day, following a similar method performed by Salmon, Ring, Dowrick and Humpris
[32]. Patients with partial MUS were excluded because the main focus of the study
was to analyse GPs’ language use with patients with definite MUS or MES.
Consultations of the sample were transcribed with verbatim transcription methods
(personal identifiers removed).
2.2. Patient questionnaires: state anxiety measure
Patients filled in a questionnaire before and after the consultation that assessed
patient anxiety with the shortened version of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI) [33]. Ten four-point Likert scaled statements (before consultation, α = 0.88,
after consultation, α = 0.91) concerning patients’ anxiety, such as “I am worried”, “I
feel calm”, and “I feel nervous”, had to be completed with answering options varying
from “not at all” to “very much so”.
2.3. Coding procedure and reliability
To analyse GPs’ language use, a codebook was developed that described criteria for
categorisation of clauses that were relevant for inclusion. The codebook was created
based on observations of the video data, complemented with existing linguistic
literature on, for instance, the use of negations [34] ; [35]. Previous versions of the
codebook were refined by testing its specificity (coding too specific or vague) and
comprehensibility (all relevant clauses included) on videos from the corpus, and after
discussions in research group meetings. The final coding procedure was divided into
two steps. First, two coders identified clauses relevant for inclusion out of a subset of
18 consultations (i.e., 21% double coded). Clauses of the GPs about patients and
their medical situation were identified. These related to comments about the patient’s
physical or mental state during physical examination, the (explanation of) the
diagnosis, or the treatment policy and expected outcomes. Krippendorff’s Alpha (αk)
was used as a measure of inter-coder reliability. After having identified clauses
relevant for inclusion (N = 2249, αk = 0.62, 95% CI 0.40 to 0.79), both coders
categorised language use in terms of content and directness out of the clauses
selected by the first coder from the same subset (n = 503). As an example, positive
messages could be expressed directly (e.g. “your symptoms are benign”), or
indirectly (e.g. “your symptoms are not malignant”). Similarly, messages with
negative content could be expressed in a direct (e.g. “your symptoms are
malignant”), or indirect (e.g. “your symptoms are not benign”) manner. Clauses were
categorised in terms of consultation phase (physical examination, diagnosis, or
treatment recommendations; αk = 0.71, 95% CI 0.63 to.79), message content
(positive, negative, or neutral; αk = .86, 95% CI 0.81 to 0.89), and message directness
(direct or indirect; αk = .94, 95% CI 0.88 to 0.98). More information on the coding
procedure is provided in the technical appendix (Appendix A).
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2.4. Statistical analysis
Baseline differences between patient groups were evaluated using t-tests for
continuous variables and χ-squares for categorical variables.
Multilevel models with binary outcomes were used to assess differences in language
use adjusted for clustering of GPs and patients. The Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient (ICC) of the random factors GP and patient were 0.012 and 0.018
respectively, suggesting a minimal clustering of the data on the indicated levels.
Patient and GP gender were included as potential confounding factors. The fixed
factors as predictors of message directness (indirect vs. direct) were complaint type
(MUS vs. MES), message content (positive vs. negative), the interaction term
between complaint type and message content, and the potential confounding
variables. Stratified analyses were performed in case of a significant interaction
between the predictor variables.
Next, associations between message directness and anxiety were assessed with a
hierarchical linear regression analysis. We first aggregated scores of directness for
positive and negative messages per consultation. Indices for indirect (vs. direct)
positive messages per consultation were created using the following formula: (direct
positive-indirect positive messages) ÷ (positive messages + negative messages), with
indices closer to 1 indicating a relatively higher amount of direct positive messages
in relation to the total amount of relevant messages. A similar approach is used in
classical studies on persuasion [36] ; [37]. The index for direct positive messages is
adjusted for the total amount of negative messages; it decreases when more negative
messages are expressed in relation to the amount of positive messages, whereas it
increases when relatively few negative messages are used. The formula thus corrects
for the relative comparison between positive and negative message content.
The same calculations were performed to create an index score for the directness of
negative messages, i.e. (direct negative-indirect negative messages) ÷ (positive
messages + negative messages).
To test for differences in patient anxiety, a difference score comparing anxiety before
and after the consultation was included as outcome variable. The potential
confounders and complaint type (MUS or MES) were entered as predictors in the
first model, index scores for directness of positive and negative messages were
included in the second model, and interactions between complaint type and index
scores in the third.
3. RESULTS

Two patients with MUS were excluded due to technical problems with the video
recordings. This resulted in a total sample size of 41 MUS and 41 MES consultations
from 18 GPs (9 males and 9 females, age M = 45.83, SD = 10.38), located in urban
(n = 8) or rural (n = 10) areas with experience ranging between 2 and 43 years. Two
GPs reported that no patient with MUS visited their practice during the video
recordings. Demographic information of the patients is displayed in Table 1.
[TABLE 1]

In total, 2590 clauses were identified and coded, number per consultation varying
from 2 to 89 (Mean = 32). As can be observed in Table 2, 1124 clauses had a positive
message content, 1017 had negative content, and 449 were neutral description of
symptoms. A quarter of the clauses were indirect (n = 653). With regard to the
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consultation phase, 297 clauses were expressed during physical examination, 1149
during explanation of the diagnosis and 1144 during treatment recommendations.
Language use during history taking was not included, because this research focused
on judgmental expressions rather than question formulations of GPs.
[TABLE 2]

3.1. Systematic variation in message directness for MUS versus MES
Message directness was significantly associated with complaint type (MUS or MES)
and message content. Messages were more likely to be direct (vs. indirect) when
patients had MUS rather than MES, and when content was positive compared to
negative. A significant interaction term between the two predictors indicated that
GPs used different language for patients with MUS and MES (Fig. 1). Stratified
analyses showed that when patients had MES, GPs were more likely to express direct
formulations in negative rather than positive messages (b = .65, SE = .16, OR 1.91;
95% CI 1.42 to 2.59), while such difference in message directness was not observed
for patients with MUS (b = −.15, SE = .13, OR .11; 95% CI −.41 to .11). This
indicates that the directness of a message was different depending on the content of
the message for patients with MES, but not for patients with MUS. 1
[FIGURE 1]
3.2. MESSAGE DIRECTNESS IN RELATION TO PATIENT ANXIETY

Two patients with MES that filled in less than 60% of the anxiety scale were
removed from analyses. The average anxiety scores varied between 1.00 and 3.80.
The difference in anxiety before and after the consultation varied between −1.40 and
1.37, with higher scores indicating an increase in patient anxiety. As can be observed
in Table 3, complaint type (MUS vs. MES) and the potential confounding variables
were entered in the first regression model. This model appeared insignificant (F (3,
76) <1). Next, indices of direct positive and negative messages were added to the
second model (Fchange (2, 74) = 3.36, p = .040), which explained 9.5% of the variance.
Although the index score for direct positive messages did not predict changes in
patient anxiety (b = −.14, SE = .22, 95% CI −0.58 to 0.31), it appeared that the index
score for direct negative messages was a significant predictor for changes in patient
anxiety (b = .67, SE = .30, 95% CI 0.07 to 1.27). The more direct (vs. indirect)
negative messages were expressed in consultations, the more anxious patient felt.
Since the third model with the interaction terms between message directness and
complaint type appeared not significant (Fchange (2, 72) < 1), it was excluded from the
final model. The relation between message directness and anxiety did not differ for
patients with MUS or MES.
[TABLE 3]
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

4.1. Discussion
This content analysis was the first to disentangle message content (what is said) from
message directness (how it is said) in communication of physicians, and to assess
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how differences message directness are related to changes in patient anxiety. Two
key findings were identified. First, GPs changed the directness of a message
depending on its content for patients with MES. These patients were more likely to
receive indirect negative messages (e.g. “the thyroid was not normal” rather than
“the thyroid was anomalous”) and direct positive messages (e.g. “your back is
looking good” rather than “your back is looking not bad”). GPs did not vary their
language use for patients with MUS. The second key finding was that directness of
messages turned out to be related to psychological wellbeing of patients, such that
direct (as opposed to indirect) negative messages were associated with increased selfreported anxiety. This occurred equally for patients with MES and MUS. From this it
can be concluded that slight differences in the directness of a negative messages
relate patient outcomes. This knowledge is of utmost importance as it can be used to
improve doctor-patient interactions.
There are two likely causes for the finding that GPs changed the directness of
messages for patients with MES but not MUS. First, prior negative expectations of
GPs about patients with MUS may have been translated into their language use.
Patients with MUS are often perceived as difficult patients [20] and physicians
experience difficulties when communicating with them [38]. It is possible that
differences in language use reflect GPs’ own discomfort in communicating with
these patients. Another possibility is that physicians felt the urge to clearly formulate
negative messages for patients with MUS using unambiguous and direct symptom
explanations rather than indirect formulations as a face saving strategy [14] ; [39].
Second, unexplained symptoms are established as most likely cause after physical
tests and examinations that exclude (potentially harmful) organic causes [40]. This
diagnosis per exclusionem – based on what is not wrong – is perhaps reflected in the
absence of a different message strategy in positive messages for patients with MUS.
Recently, however, it has been argued that the nomenclature of unexplained
symptoms should be based on positive diagnosis rather than exclusion of other
possibilities [41]. The emphasis should be on what complaints the patient does have
instead of which symptoms are not present.
The key finding that patients were more anxious after hearing direct negative
messages is consistent with intuitive ideas of MUS experts [42] and quasiexperimental research on communication with patients with MUS that physicians
should try to communicate positively [5]. When indirect formulations are used to
express negative messages (comparable to ‘not good’), relatively more positive
wordings are expressed. The exact reversed concept is introduced (‘good’) and
consequently activated and made more accessible in the patient’s mind [43].These
findings potentially reveal the role of communication in non-specific effects of the
consultation.
The results of this study provide novel insights in doctor-patient interactions from a
linguistic viewpoint. Where previous medical research failed to provide specific
examples [42], empirical research did not distinguish between content and
formulation [2,5][e.g. 2,5], and communication research mainly provided evidence
from experimental settings with healthy volunteers [e.g. 11], this study was able to
systematically disentangle which aspects of communication predict changes in
patient anxiety in a quantitative, structural manner. The study provides clear-cut
examples of how a positive communication style can be achieved in terms of
message directness for patients with MUS with evidence from daily practice.
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Other communication practices next to language use are also important predictors of
patient outcomes. Extensive research has demonstrated the importance of generic
interventions in doctor-patient interactions about MUS such as reassuring patients,
giving tangible explanations and providing support [42]. Showing empathy with
patients with MUS helps to lower patient anxiety and improve satisfaction [44].
Additionally, different types of explanations could also have important implications
for patients with MUS [45] and the extent to which they accept the message [46].
This study adds to the current field of research by targeting a specific yet important
aspect of communication rather than a more generic approach to communication.
Even though this study reveals importance of varying language use in doctor-patient
interactions, there are two major reasons why not all physician’s negative messages
should be expressed indirectly. First, the relation between language use and anxiety
was based on a ratio of (in)direct positive and negative messages expressed during
the course of the consultation. This suggests that in general, patients benefit from the
use of indirect negative messages over direct ones. The current data, however, do not
provide evidence for the amount of negative messages that should be expressed
(in)directly during primary care consultations, and which contextual factors (e.g.
patient concerns or individual preferences) might play a role. Second, previous
research reveals that potentially differences in meaning can occur for messages with
identical content expressed in a direct or indirect manner [47] ; [48]. Especially
when the content is positive, indirect messages could convey a weakened meaning as
opposed to direct ones. By altering the directness of a message, it must be considered
that a slightly different message is conveyed.
This study has some limitations to consider. Since this study focused on evaluations
of the GPs about patients rather than question formulations, language use related to
history taking was not included. Yet subtle variations of question formulations can
have important consequences for how patients present symptoms [49]. Future
research should expand the scope of the current study by systematically analysing the
role of question formulations during the history taking consultations about MUS.
Similarly, clauses of patients were not addressed. Language use, however, is
construed in the interaction between physician and patient. If patients formulate
symptoms with certain words (e.g. “I am not feeling well”), physicians may tend to
adapt the same formulation to explain symptoms (e.g. “because you are not feeling
well, […]”). Further work is needed to establish the role of patients in message
formulations of physicians. Moreover, patients’ direct responses to language use
were not addressed, and, as a consequence, no causal relations could be established.
Additional experimental research is desirable to test how messages with identical
content can evoke different effects depending on how they are formulated.
Finally, consultations of patients with unexplained symptoms were linked to MES
consultations visiting the same GP and the same day, following a similar method
performed by Salmon, Ring, Dowrick and Humphris [32]. It was not possible to
match patients on the International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) codes,
subjective presentation of complaints, age, or gender. Future studies should strive for
matching patients based on common socio-demographic factors.
4.2. Conclusions
Doctor-patient communication plays a pivotal role in recovery for patients with
MUS. Previous studies showed that what a doctor says can have an effect on health
outcomes. This study on naturalistic language in doctor-patient interactions shows
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that language, how it is said, also plays an important role in predicting patient
anxiety. Even though GPs express more positive language for patients with MES
(i.e., “good” rather than “not bad”), they do not have different message strategies for
patients with MUS. Language, however, can have therapeutic effects for patients
such that indirect negative messages are related to decreased patient anxiety.
4.3. Practice implications
The results of this study have direct implications for what language physicians
should use during consultations, which is universal to many languages. Positive
communication can be achieved by using more indirect negative messages in
statements such as:
 “The treatment will not evoke positive outcomes” (instead of “It will evoke
poor outcomes”);
 “Your physical complaints are not improving” (instead of “Your physical
complaints are persisting”).
Very subtle changes in wordings can have a significant impact on emotions of
patients. Physicians should be provided with tools for how to communicate in a more
− but not overly − positive manner.
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APPENDIX A.

Technical appendix
Coding procedure
Development of coding criteria
Given the explorative nature of the study, no explicit coding criteria were existent.
Therefore, a new codebook was developed in order to analyse language use. The first
author (IS) first viewed a random selection of the video-recordings as a preparation
for development of the codebook. An initial framework was developed based on
these first observations. Next, linguistic literature on, for instance, the use of
negations (Burgers et al., 2015; Haeseryn, Coppen & de Vriend (2012) was gathered
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to further define and specify the codebook. Categories were selected if relevant to
language use theory or MUS communication. After five test-coding sessions, a
second coder joined the study. The coder was first trained in identifying relevant
clauses and distinguishing between categories. Then, the second coder independently
performed the same coding strategy; reading the transcription, identifying different
phases, underlining relevant clauses, and categorising each clause.
Simultaneous identification and selection of the relevant utterances appeared too
cognitively exhausting, leading to weak tests of inter-coder reliability (due to overand undercoding). Therefore, the coding process was divided into two steps. Coders
first focused on selection of relevant clauses, and then they categorised utterances
selected by the first coder. Assigning one task at the same was expected to increase
the change of a reliable analysis.
Unit of analysis
According to Krippendorff, the smallest unit of analysis possible must be selected to
enable a reliable content analysis (Krippendorff, 2004). The recording/coding unit
(i.e. unit of analysis) in the current study to identify message formulations were
grammatical finite clauses, i.e. clauses that contain a finite, or conjugated, verb. As
an example, the sentence “I want to refer you to a specialist, because your tiredness
is not normal” can be divided into two clauses that contain a finite verb, namely [I
want to refer you to a specialist] and [because your tiredness is not normal].
Utterances without finite verbs (e.g. exclamations such as “Good!”) were also
included as separate units of analysis.
Coding procedure
Judgmental expressions of the GPs about patients and their current medical situation
were identified. These descriptions relate to comments about the physical or mental
state of the patient during physical examination (e.g. “This looks tidy”), expressions
that are related to the diagnosis or explanations the diagnosis (e.g. “Your physical
complaints are indeed related to fatigue”), or judgmental expressions about treatment
policy or expected treatment outcomes (e.g. “It is better to use a real fungus
ointment”, “The skin must improve within two weeks”)
After having identified relevant clauses, both coders categorised the clauses as
selected by the first coder (n = 503). The message content of the clause was indicated
as either positive or negative. Clauses with positive message content refer to a
positive evaluation or consequence for the patient (e.g. “It is looking very good”),
and clauses with negative message content refer to descriptions that imply a negative
evaluation or consequence for the patient (e.g. “It seems that your blood pressure is
way too low”). Neutral clauses that referred to the naming of symptoms, either as
objective observations (e.g. “I can see some red skin here”) or expressed with clinical
viewpoint (e.g. “The pain in your legs must be neurosympathic”) were also coded. 2
Next, the message directness was classified in terms of direct or indirect
formulations. Indirect language was classified as containing syntactic or morphologic
negations. Syntactic negations refer to constituents as negation elements such as
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explicit (“not”) and implicit (“none”, “less”) particles as negative markers, and
morphologic negations are negative prefixes added to nouns, verbs, adverbs, or
adjectives (“non-smoker”, “incomplete”). Double negatives (e.g. “not unhealthy”)
were coded as both syntactic and morphologic. Finally, the consultation phase of
utterances was noted down. Coders indicated whether evaluative descriptions were
related to physical examination, (explanations of) diagnosis, or treatment
recommendations.
Statistical testing
Multilevel models with binary outcomes were used to assess differences in message
load, adjusted for clustering of GP (level 3) and patients (level 2). The Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of the random factors GP and patient were 0.012 and
0.018 respectively, suggesting a minimal clustering of the data on the indicated
levels. Patient gender was included as a potential confounding factor because men
and women were not equally distributed among the MUS and MES groups, and
gender of the GP was also included because male physicians tend to communicate
differently from female physicians (Jefferson, Bloor, Birks, Hewitt, & Bland, 2013),
and men tend to use more indirect formulations than women (Newman, Groom,
Handelman, & Pennebaker, 2008). The fixed factors as predictors of message
directness (direct vs. indirect) were complaint type (MUS vs. MES), message content
(positive vs. negative), the interaction term between complaint type and message
content, and the potential confounding variables. Stratified analyses were performed
in case of a significant interaction between the predictor variables.
Next, associations between message directness and anxiety were assessed with a
hierarchical linear regression analysis. We first aggregated scores of directness for
positive and negative messages per consultation. Indices for direct (vs. indirect)
positive messages per consultation were created using the following formula: (direct
positive-indirect positive messages) ÷ (positive messages + negative messages), with
indices closer to 1 indicating a relatively higher amount of direct positive messages
in relation to the total amount of relevant messages. A similar approach is used in
classical studies on persuasion (; cf. Killeya & Johnson, 1998 ; Sherman, Nelson &
Steele, 2000 ;). The index for direct positive messages is adjusted for the total
amount of negative messages; it decreases when more negative messages are
expressed in relation to the amount of positive messages, whereas it increases when
relatively few negative messages are used. The formula thus corrects for the relative
comparison between positive and negative message content. The same calculations
were performed to create an index score for the directness of negative messages, i.e.
(direct negative-indirect negative messages) ÷ (positive messages + negative
messages).
To test for differences in patient anxiety, a difference score comparing anxiety before
and after the consultation was included as outcome variable. The potential
confounders and complaint type (MUS or MES) were entered as predictors in the
first model, index scores for directness of positive and negative messages were
included in the second model, and interactions between complaint type and index
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scores in the third. Analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics. An alpha
level of 0.05 was used as a criterion for all statistical tests.
Results: Additional table
Systematic variation in message directness for MUS versus MES.
Table A1. Summary of the multilevel random intercept logistic regression for
complaint type (MUS vs. MES) and message content (positive versus negative)
predicting message directness (indirect vs. direct), corrected for confounder
variables (N = 2121).
95% CI for Odds Ratio
B (SE)
Sig.
Lower Odds ratio Upper
−.63 (.16)
Intercept
−.34 (.17) 0.51 0.71
0.99 0.042
MUS vs. MES
a
−.61 (.16) 0.40 0.54
0.74 0.000
Message content
*
3.15 0.000
Message content MUS vs. MES .74 (.21) 1.41 2.10
Confounders
GP gender (male vs. female) −.21 (.15) 0.60
Patient gender (male vs. female) .05 (.14) 0.79
GP (level 3)
Patient (level 2)
a

0.81
1.05

1.09
1.39

0.160
0.726

ICC
0.012
0.018

Message content compared for positive versus negative content.
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1 Analyses were also considered with consultation phase added to the model. A significant
three-way interaction was observed between consultation phase (diagnosis vs. treatment),
complaint type and message content (b = −1.09, SE = .44, OR 0.34; 95% CI 0.14 to 0.80).
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TABLES AND FIGURE

Table 1. Comparison of patients’ (MUS and MES) demographic information.

Age
Sex
Male
Female
Level of education*
Primary school
Secondary school
(Applied) University
First visit of symptoms*
Currently working

MUS (n = 41) M (SD) MES (n = 41) M (SD)
50.68
54.48
0.340
N (%)
N (%)
0.043
12 (29.3)
21 (51.2)
29 (70.7)
20 (48.8)
0.242
5 (12.2)
2 (4.9)
24 (58.5)
20 (48.8)
12 (29.3)
18 (43.9)
13 (38.7)
16 (41.0)
0.386
19 (46.3)
19 (46.3)
1.00

Sig.

*

One missing value for level of education and two missing values for first visit of symptoms
for patients with MES.

Table 2. Message content and directness for patients with MUS and MES (N = 2590).
Quote*

MUS n
(%)

MES n
(%)

Total N
(%)

Message content
Positive

“This looks tidy”

Negative

“The toes are a bit cold”

598
(40.4)
634
(42.8)
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(47.4)
383
(34.5)

1124
(43.2)
1017
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Quote*
“The pain must be neurosympathic”

Neutral

Message directness
“Your back is not completely
Indirect
straight”
“You are improving from a physical
Direct
perspective”
Consultation phase
“I do not feel a really intense
Physical examination
resistance”
“Your physical complaints are related
Diagnosis
to fatigue”
“It is better to use a real fungus
Treatment
ointment”
recommendation
*

MUS n MES n
Total N
(%)
(%)
(%)
248
201
449 (17.6)
(16.8)
(18.1)
394
(26.6)
2196
(73.4)

259
(23.3)
2331
(76.6)

158
(10.7)
737
(49.8)
585
(39.5)

139
(12.5)
412
(37.1)
559
(50.4)

Quotes are derived from the corpus.

NB: Clauses expressed during history taking were not included.
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653 (25.2)
1937
(74.8)

297 (11.5)
1149
(44.4)
1144
(44.2)
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